CULTURE 2.0 I RESPECT YOURSELF
RESPECT YOUR CULTURE WORKSHOPS
Culture 2.0 | Respect Yourself, Respect Your Culture workshops invites participants
to engage in activities that will challenge ideas regarding culture and community.
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CULTURE 2.0
WORKSHOPS
Culture 2.0 | Respect Yourself, Respect Your
Culture program is a series of workshop
incursions available to Primary and
Secondary schools.

SNAPSHOT
Age 1-12
Metro Tour:
8 - 24 March / 13 - 30 June
5 - 22 Sep / 7 - 24 Nov
Price $450 + GST Disadvantaged
$600 + GST Waterwise
$900 + GST Advantaged

The Workshops

The Culture 2.0 Workshop Program enables
Yirra Yaakin to engage with both the Aboriginal
history, cultural and theatre studies curriculum
requirements in schools, while offering
unique performance creation opportunities &

Across 3 x 1 hour sessions, students will
explore a range of questions relating to
culture and their experience of it - What does
culture mean to you? What is culture? How
does this affect you? Your family? Your
community? What is the role of the past in
defining the present?

“…they don’t normally want to
be a part of anything but they
practically run down to you”

In a collaborative framework students will then
explore and develop performance outcomes
from ideas initiated by these discussions.

outcomes.

Teacher, Leinster Primary School

The workshops are based on the understanding
that we can all learn from each other and
together we can create a more tolerant and
supportive community.
All activities are designed to provoke respect,
trust, positive cooperation, collaborations,
teamwork, and harmonious interaction with
the environment and other peoples.
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The workshops also provide an introduction
to Aboriginal forms of storytelling and offer
an Indigenous approach to devising theatre
and performance. This includes sharing the
space and who tells the story, in addition to
incorporating movement, music and/or song
into storytelling frameworks. The process is
collaborative and inclusive where all are
invited to speak and participate.

Outcomes
This workshop program has previously
generated wide-ranging discussions on
rituals, refugees, subcultures, responsibilities,
segregation, food, art, racial differences
and similarities, and how we share cultural
experiences with people from around the
world. Devised performance outcomes have
included dance, song, poetry and theatre
presentations.
View the Culture 2.0
workshops on YouTube
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CULTURE 2.0 WORKSHOPS
Booking Information
Dates

Times / Duration

Recommended Age

Metro Tour

The Culture 2.0 workshops consist of
3 x 1 hour sessions.

Culture 2.0 workshops are suitable
for Years 1 - 12

8 - 24 March
13 - 30 June
5 - 22 September
7 - 24 November

It is recommended that all 3 sessions
are conducted on the same day.
(If you require sessions across
multiple days please outline your
preferred dates for each session on
the booking form and our Education
Officer will contact you to confirm
availability).

Student Numbers

Prices (set fee)

Maximum number of students 30

$450 + GST Disadvantaged Schools
$600 + GST Waterwise Schools
$900 + GST Advantaged Schools
Cost is per workshop (3 x1 hour
sessions). Max 30 participants.

Venue & Technical
Requirements
Outdoor Area (undercover preferred)
for ball games and warm up activities
Standard power point for sound
system (sound system provided by
Yirra Yaakin)
Open space classroom for indoor
activities

Promotional Material

Bookings

View the Culture 2.0 workshops
on YouTube

To make a booking please email Jess On conclusion of all 3 sessions Yirra
Gatt (Education Officer) to request a Yaakin will issue an invoice for full
booking form.
payment.

Culture 2.0 Workshops

education@yirrayaakin.com.au
(Upon receiving the completed
booking form you will be contacted to
confirm your booking).
If you have multiple groups please
complete a separate booking form
for each workshop.
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Payment

Please note our cancellation clause
on the Booking Confirmation form.
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